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Brave River
A singular rock face glances upward,
rising alone from red earth.
The sun warms its stone folds
in early morning.
Scarlet wind blows in the eyes
of the blanketed brave.
The dust swirls about him
shards of sand, lifted in the air,
bite his Lips, pressed together,
forming a silent question.
The canyon ends in a dead riverbed,
200 feet below him
desert dry and cracked.
The only moisture the blood of the thick song
that soaks through the lungs of the brave,
and into the ghost river he remembers.
Pure and solemn, his song sung as finely
As the woven thread about his shoulders,
the patterns of both coloring his life
and thedeath he mourns.
He remembers the cool water,
sweat and dust washed away by current.
His brothers and he dove deep
Breath tight, they broke the surface,
chasing some shiny metal
his father threw to them.
A game, as the warm water pulled
against their naked bodies
reaching for the gold.
He remembers his father,
his broad mouth full of teeth,
laughing a great belly laugh at the boys.
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promising to save their river,
Only to destroy it
when the wind changed direction.
The Brave relaxes his knees,
bends near the edge of the rock
10 feel the hot earth in his hands.
Holds the dirt,
tracing circles with it
through the lines in his palm,
and then shakes it to the ground.
Hi fingers deep now, full of his pocket,
Searching for cigarette paper.
The tobacco catches in the wind,
Then strong and bitter-sweet on his lips.
He breathes deep the life of the canyon,
Sucking hard on the fire poison that numbs
and blackens and destroys,
hoping lo stop the drowning and choking
in the dusty riverbed below.
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